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President’s Message……
Dear Readers
Greetings from MEAI!
While the country is in the midst of a tough battle against the Novel Corona Virus, the announcement of the
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan’ made by our Prime Minister is a significant step towards making India selfreliant while our economy emerges from the ‘lockdown’. The consequent announcements made by the Finance
Minister, detailing the financial package worth over Rs. 20 Lakh Crores, covered almost every sector including
the mineral sector, which will help in sustaining our fight against the epidemic stronger and will also provide
the much needed impetus in reviving the economy at a faster pace. The Finance Minister has announced a host
of sectoral reforms, including in coal and mining (minerals) sectors, which include adoption of methodology
for auction of coal and lignite blocks for sale of coal / lignite on revenue sharing basis, increase in tenure of
coking coal linkages, easing eligibility conditions for coal block auctions, exploration-cum-production regime
for partially explored coal blocks, introduction of Mineral Index for different minerals, rationalization of stamp
duty payable at the time of award of mining leases etc. While the announcement on sectoral reforms by Hon’ble
Finance Minister has generated a lot of curiosity, industry is eagerly waiting for details, which are likely to come
out soon. I hope that the reforms will provide the necessary boost to the mining sector in India.
This month has been special in the history of MEAI as it conducted its first ever online meeting of the National
Council on CISCO WebEx Met Platform on 23rd May 2020, after cancellation of the meeting scheduled at Udaipur
on 18th April due the present pandemic situation. Dr. Abani Ranjan Samal, Chairman MEAI International
Affairs Committee came forward to host the online meeting which had an overwhelming response with the
participation of more than 60 members.
I would like to bring to your notice that there have been many instances where senior mining professionals,
who have also served MEAI in various capacities in the past, are struggling financially to meet their healthrelated expenses. Keeping the above narrative in mind, the National Council desired to form a welfare trust for
rendering financial help to such deserving senior mining professionals. It gives me immense pleasure to inform
you that the Sr. Citizens’ Welfare Scheme byelaws have been approved in the 3rd National Council Meeting
and the scheme will be rolled out from 1st June 2020. Mr. A.R. Vijay Singh, National Council Member, has
immensely contributed in framing the draft bye-laws and the Governing Rules for the welfare trust.
MEAI has also submitted a detailed representation to the Ministry of Mines, Govt. of India, on the anticipated
amendments to the MMDR 2015 Act.
I would also take this opportunity to congratulate Bellary-Hospet, Bangalore, Udaipur and Ahmadabad Chapters
for promptly responding to my earlier request and contributing to the Chief Ministers Relief Fund of their
respective States for strengthening the fight against COVID-19. Request other chapters also to come forward
and help the respective State Governments.
Finally, I would like to urge all the members that while the Government is taking all the necessary steps to
contain the virus, it becomes our responsibility to not only spread awareness about the preventive steps to
contain the spread of the virus but also to save ourselves from the infection by religiously following all the
guidelines issued by the Government in this regard.
Stay safe and stay happy!
With regards,
Sanjay Kumar Pattnaik
President
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Editor's Desk
Prevailing perception is that at the behest of the Apex Court, the Indian government has adopted transparent and
discretion-free allocation process of mineral blocks by auctioning in 2015. This is only partial truth because the
Apex court has not suggested auctioning as the only means of allocating mineral concessions. Nevertheless, the
policy makers chose auctioning as the solitary process of allocating the mineral concessions as Mining Lease (ML)
or Prospecting Licence-cum- Mining Lease (Composite Licence ‘CL’); and consequently amended the MMDR
Act, 1957 and framed corresponding Auction Rules and Minerals (Evidence of Mineral Contents) M(EMC) Rules
in 2015.

Dr. P.V. Rao
Editor, MEJ

According to M(EMC) Rules, which are an unwelcome blend of CRIRSCO Template and UNFC-1997, minimum
G2 level exploration is required to establish Indicated Mineral Resources (332) for grant of ML and G3 level
exploration required to establish Inferred Mineral Resources (333) for grant of CL. Major fallacy here is that
the geology report, which is the end product of all exploration efforts, does not consider the Economy (E) and
Feasibility (F) axes, contrary to the definition of Mineral Resources as outlined in the M(EMC) Rules. Then, what
was the necessity to frame such intricate M(EMC) Rules, if the geology report has to end up containing only
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G-axis results? To dodge this muddle and revive confidence in the stated Resource estimates, it
would be prudent for the government to introduce technical auditing of exploration data, QA/QC
procedures, and geology report before auctioning. Blocks auctioned as ML should be associated
with statutory clearances viz. forest, environment etc. so that the successful bidder could commence
mining operations soon after executing the lease deed and thereby assist the government receive
anticipated revenue from it.
Out of 171 auctionable blocks identified until December 2019, only 95 blocks could be auctioned
successfully with most of them representing five bulk commodities. On concluding successful
auction of the hitherto known blocks, not many new blocks are likely to enter the auction pool
immediately, and thereby spinning the auction process unsustainable. New mineral discoveries
are seldom reported since the promulgation of the MMDR Act, 2015 and M(EMC) Rules because
of the government’s exploration efforts are mostly focused on readying the known mineral blocks
for auction. It is an accepted fact that discovery of deep-seated, high value, non-bulk mineral
deposits is not only extremely time intensive and rely on adoption of modern technologies but
also entangles enormous risk prone investments. Therefore, the government should stimulate such
mammoth exploration task by enacting appropriate legislations to inspire participation of private
exploration companies and passionate geoscience professional groups to deploy capital, expertise,
and technology to discover huge number of economically viable deep-seated mineral deposits and
obviate India’s dependence on import of these minerals. The Geological Survey of India should start
redeploying much-admired technical expertise in its possession on acquiring valuable and critical
geoscience baseline data that are indispensable in establishing potential exploration targets.
To enhance partaking of dedicated explorers, it is crucial for the government to grant large areas
as exclusive Reconnaissance Permits (RP) on first-cum-first-serve basis and ensure seamless and
time bound transition to PL or ML. When the production commences, the government may enter
into revenue sharing agreement with the concession holders, appropriate to the type of commodity
produced. Nevertheless, continue auctioning the already explored blocks by the government
agencies. For strategic reasons, the extant government policy of reserving mineral blocks to
government mining companies should continue.
Another most desirable aspect is reassuring consistency in enacting mineral laws provided for
protecting the tenure rights already vested as per the decisions taken under the earlier Laws. Acting
contrary to this tenet or attempting on enforcing new regulations with retrospective effect, would
not only shatter the investors’ confidence in the management system of leases but also dissuade
prospective investors from taking risk of investing in exploration or mining projects. Ensuring
security of concession’s tenure for the entire life of the deposit will enable the Lessee plan optimal
extraction of Resources.
The government should create enabling laws for the mineral explorers to raise capital from capital
market. For this to materialize, the SEBI should create exclusive listing rules for Junior Exploration
companies, similar to that of Canada or Australia. The authorities, while seemingly promoting
‘Make in India’ initiative in mineral sector, has not yet succeeded in implementing the ‘Indian
Mineral Industry Code’ (IMIC) that has been developed in India, reflecting the international best
practices for reporting Mineral Resources and Reserves, and also won recognition of CRIRSCO as
equivalent code to JORC, NI-43-101 etc.
									
- Editor
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The global race to mine outer space

“We can actually land instruments and payloads on the
lunar surface. We have the capabilities to travel and
land on the moon, Espejel told MINING.COM. “We can
transport and land instruments on the lunar surface.
Our exploration technologies – rovers and landers –
will carry instruments for the exploration of resources,
like Lunar H2O and oxygen.” Espejel said the moon is
the first area the company has focused on in space.
The second area is resource and reserves evaluation,
as well as the acquisition of exploration data. “From
previous missions led by space agencies as NASA,
JAXA, ESA, and ISRO, we have data and knowledge
of certain elemental distributions on the lunar surface,
and we know there are a lot of potential resources,” he
said.

Digital rendition of a mining operation in space. (Source: Mine Stories)

Both interest in and financial commitments to
space activities, in particular around the moon, by
governments, space agencies and the private sector
have surged in recent years. The asteroid mining
market is already valued at up to trillions of dollars, but
a single drill from earth has yet to make it to space.
While space mining is a concept still out of this world to
some, it is real for the mining industry. After long being
considered mostly science-fiction, governments are
now implementing programs and legislation that allow
them to join the race for mining in space.

Mining the moon’s resources
ispace has two moon missions planned – the first for
2021, M1, putting a rover on mixed latitudes, and in
2023 – a mission planned to the south pole. For these
missions – ispace has already booked and paid for the
flights with Elon Musk-founded Space X.
“We know there is plenty of aluminum, calcium, silicon,
iron, magnesium, thorium, uuranium, and abundance of
potassium, rare earth elements and phosphorous. One
of the latest and most exciting human discoveries we
have so far, however, is the H2O (water) or hydroxides
at the lunar poles – a lot of it, in the form of permafrost
and/or ice,” Espejel said.

Dr. Carlos Espejel is a mining industry veteran and
current Space Resources Utilization Engineer at ispace,
a private commercial lunar exploration company with
offices in Luxembourg, the first European country to
offer a legal framework ensuring private capitals their
rights over resources they mine in space, and Tokyo.
ispace builds the transportation technology needed to
make it to the moon.

“We now know the locations of these water deposits
on the poles of the moon. It has been estimated that
there is anything from 3 to 10s of billion metrics tonnes
of H2O. “Right now, because of this knowledge, there
is an outer space race between US, Russia, China and
India – they are all going for these H2O deposits and
strategic areas on the moon for permanent outposts.

ispace was the managing company of team Hakuto, one
of five finalists in the Google lunar Xprize competition,
which called for privately funded teams to be the first
to land a robotic spacecraft on the moon, travel 500
meters, and transmit hi-definition video and images
back to earth.

Because it is like fuel… when splitting H2O into H
and O hydrogen and oxygen can be used for energy
purposes, as rocket fuel and fuel cells. This year, there
are three missions to the moon. China will be landing
on the moon this year in a purely robotic remote control
mission to bring samples back to earth.”
Espejel said India will also be going to the south pole of
the moon this year, for the second time in history. “The
mission is to confirm existence of water on the south
pole among many other scientific goals, and NASA,
later next year will be taking its Orion spacecraft to
lunar orbit for six days.”

Hakuto lunar rover. Image from ispace.
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Human missions getting closer
There is a current ambition from space agencies to
build permanent bases on the lunar surface in the
near future, mainly close to the south pole. Espejel
said the possibility of human missions is getting closer,
and NASA’s Artemis program is envisioning sending
humans back to the Moon as early as 2024. Two robotic
missions are happening this year. ispace works with
space agencies as the Luxembourg Space Agency,
the European Space Agency (ESA), the Japanese
Space Agency (JAXA), and is currently competing for
NASA payloads in the CLPS program as part of Team
Draper.

Global gold production declined last year for the first
time in a decade, but before the outbreak S&P Global
was expecting around 2m in additional ounces to be
poured this year for a total just shy of 108m ounces.
Due to the impact of covid-19 the researcher now
expects another down year for gold production with
mine shutdowns resulting in almost 2.7m fewer ounces
expected for the year.
Latin America and South Africa would be responsible
for the bulk of the losses, although Russia appears
to be in the early phase of the virus spread and its
operational impact. Gold production is likely to return to
positive growth next year. Gold for delivery in June was
last trading at $1,725 per ounce in New York, up more
than $200 per ounce since the start of the year.

The mining industry has standard codes for the reporting
and estimation of mineral resources and reserves such
as JORC, NI-43-101 and CRISCO. “We are currently
working with partners to establish the first standard
code for space resources, (LORS), said Espejel, who
co-authored the paper. “The Hague is putting together
building blocks for the use of space resources, based
on United Nations (UN) definition of ownership [and]
licenses. It will work like international waters. No
ownership, but in safe zones with no interference.”
Espejel said building blocks will be used to amend the
Moon Treaty, which is on the table at the UN. “As soon
as the UN sees the race to the moon’s south pole – it is
going to speed up on the situation,” Espejel said.



Amanda Stutt, Minin.com | May 22, 2020

S&P Global Market Intelligence. State of the Market: Mining Q1-2020

CHART: Mining exploration spending to drop 29%
this year
The rally in the gold price will not be enough to prevent
2020 turning into the worst year in 15 for global
exploration spending.

Copper market flashing orange
Copper budgets are also being slashed and are
forecast to fall by $935 million. Galbraith points out
that the copper price is still too subdued to incentivize
exploration programs by juniors while large companies
are in capital preservation mode. Mined copper
production this year is expected to fall by 135,000
tonnes to 19.6m tonnes, and refined output by 75,000
tonnes due to falling concentrate supply, lower treatment
charges and covid-19 related cutbacks.

According to a new report by S&P Global Market
Intelligence, outlays for exploration across the industry
are set to drop from $9.3 billion in 2019 to $6.6 billion
this year. Despite a gold price approaching seven-year
highs above $1,700 an ounce, money spent on drilling
for the precious metal this year is likely to shrink by
more than $800 million, compared to 2019.

The market is nevertheless expected to hit 182,000
surplus for 2020 according to S&P Global, up from
previous estimates of a 72,000 tonne oversupply.
Despite the impact of covid-19, the company maintained
its average copper price forecast of $5,700 a tonne
($2.59 a pound) for 2020, rising to $6,233 next year
and $6,425 in 2022. Copper was last trading at $2.43
per pound ($5,355 per tonne) on the Comex market in
New York, down for the day but still up more than 20%
from lows hit mid-March.
Frik Els, Mining.com | May 21, 2020

Chris Galbraith, mining and metals analyst at S&P
Global, says the vast majority of gold exploration is
carried out by juniors and that sector remains under
pressure. According to S&P Global data, junior mining
companies managed to raise $781 million during the
first quarter, much of it in debt form, an almost 50%
drop from the $1.54 billion in financings racked up in
the final quarter of 2019.
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Demand for battery metals to jump 500% by 2050

Many of the critical minerals used to make batteries
for electric vehicles are found in developing nations.
The World Bank’s goal is to help those nations to mine
those commodities in a sustainable manner to avert
major ecological damage. Mining the vast amount of
key commodities the world will need is seen as the only
path to achieving the goals of the Paris Agreement. The
accord seeks to limit global warming to 2°C or less.
The Minerals for Climate Action report says the world
will require global carbon emissions of greenhouse
gases to be reduced by 50% by 2030 and to netzero by 2050. The finds confirm the premise of a first
report, published in 2017, which warned that the more
ambitious climate targets become, the more minerals
and metals will be needed. While renewables and
energy storage technologies require more minerals, the
carbon footprint of their production — from extraction to
end-use — will account for only 6% of the greenhouse
gas emissions generated by fossil fuels.

(Image: Adobe Stock)

Production of battery metals such as graphite, lithium
and cobalt will have to increase by nearly 500% by
2050 to meet the growing demand for clean energy
technologies, the World Bank reported Monday.
According to the global lender, over 3 billion tonnes of
minerals and metals will be needed to deploy wind, solar
and geothermal power, as well as the energy storage
required to transition to a low-carbon economy.

Source: “Minerals for Climate Action: The Mineral Intensity of the Clean Energy Transition” by The World Bank, 2020.

Virus ambush
Some minerals, like copper and molybdenum, will be
used in a range of technologies while others, such as
graphite and lithium, may be needed only for battery
storage. That means that any changes in clean
energy technology deployments could have significant

The report also calls for more recycling and reuse of
minerals and notes that even if recycling rates were
scaled up for minerals like copper and aluminum by
100%, recycling and reuse would still not be enough to
meet the demand for renewable energy technologies
and energy storage.
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consequences on demand for certain minerals. The
lender warns of the disruptions covid-19 is causing
in global markets and that developing countries that
rely on minerals are missing out on essential fiscal
revenues.

The World Bank’s updated predictions echo a February
report by Moody’s, indicating that green, social and
sustainability bond issuance is expected to hit a
combined record of $400 billion just this year. That’s up
24% from the previous record of $323 billion achieved
in 2019.

As their economies begin to reopen, the bank noted,
they will need to strengthen their commitment to
climate-smart mining principles to mitigate negative
impacts.

Cecilia Jamasmie, Mining.com | May 11, 2020


Fresh study calls for moratorium on deep-sea mining

DeepGreen plans to extract cobalt and other battery metals from the
seabed. (Image courtesy of DeepGreen.)

A coalition of non-profit organizations is pushing for an
international moratorium on deep-sea mining following
a fresh report that warns of potential irreversible
damage to Pacific island states including Kiribati, the
Cook Islands, Nauru, Tonga, Papua New Guinea and
Tuvalu.
“Accumulated scientific evidence indicates that
the impacts of nodule mining in the Pacific Ocean
would be extensive, severe and last for generations,
causing essentially irreversible damage,” the report,
commissioned by the Deep Sea Mining Campaign and
MiningWatch Canada, found.

Source: World Bank, 2019.

Polymetallic nodules — potato-sized metals-rich rocks
that lie in a shallow layer of mud on the seafloor — are
believed to be rich in cobalt, nickel, copper, manganese
and rare earths. According to the US Geological
Survey, as the deep-sea accounts for more than half
the world’s surface, its riches are several times higher
than those found in all land reserves combined.

“Covid-19 could represent an additional risk to
sustainable mining, making the commitment of
governments and companies to climate-smart practices
more important than ever before,” says Riccardo Puliti,
World Bank Global Director for Energy and Extractive
Industries and Regional Director for Infrastructure in
Africa.

DeepGreen Metals, a Canadian start-up planning
to extract cobalt and other battery metals from the
seafloor, believes that deep-sea mining has the
potential to eliminate or dramatically reduce most of
the environmental and social impacts associated with
traditional mining. Unlike other seafloor miners, the
company doesn’t want to drill, blast or dig the bottom

“This new report builds on the World Bank’s longstanding expertise in supporting the clean energy
transition and provides a data-driven tool for
understanding how this shift will impact future mineral
demand,” Puliti says.
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seabed in international waters as well as within their
own territories. Shortly after, an international team
of researchers published a set of criteria to help the
International Seabed Authority (ISA), a UN body made
up of 168 countries, protect biodiversity from deep-sea
mining activities. So far, it has granted 30 explorations
licenses — 25 in the Pacific Ocean and 18 of those
in the Clarion Clipperton Zone which stretches from
Kiribati to Mexico.
Cecilia Jamasmie, Mining.com | May 20, 2020

of the ocean. Its main goal is to scoop up the small
metallic rocks located thousands of metres under
water. Opponents, however, are not sure the method
chosen by DeepGreen is as harmless as it sounds.
“DeepGreen promotes deep sea mining as creating
great wealth with minimal or no adverse impacts,”
Helen Rosenbaum of the Deep Sea Mining Campaign
said in a statement. “The science does not support
their claims. In fact, the best available research clearly
indicates that the mining of deep sea nodules will place
Pacific island states at great risk.”



More research needed
Mining companies exploring the seafloor argue
the extraction of those deep-buried riches could
help diversify the current sources of battery metals.
Academics and scientists, however, are concerned by
the lack of research on the possible impacts of high
seas mining.
“Expectations that nodule mining would generate
social and economic gains for Pacific island economies
are based on conjecture,” the 52-page report released
this week by a coalition of 80 NGOs said. “The impacts
of mining on communities and people’s health are
uncertain and require rigorous independent studies.”

Russia, Congo, Botswana hold 80% of global
diamond reserves

Russia’s Alrosa is the only major diamond company currently
producing in Angola via its stake in the Catoca mine (pictured) – one
of the world’s largest. (Image courtesy of Wenco.)

“Predicting the Impacts of Mining Deep Sea Polymetallic
Nodules in the Pacific Ocean,” based on 250 peerreviewed scientific and other related articles, warns
of severe and long-lasting impact on fish species. It
also claims the activity could pose significant risks to
marine ecosystems due to the interconnected nature
of the ocean.

Diamonds reserves in Russia, Congo and Botswana
combined account for at least 80.6% of the world’s
total, estimated at about 1.1 billion million carats, a
report released on Wednesday shows. According to
data gathered by London-based Learnbonds.com,
Russia has the largest reserves at 650 million diamond
carats, representing about 52% of the global capacity.
Congo comes in second with 150 million carats or 13%
of the world’s total, the report shows, while Botswana
takes the third place, with diamond reserves totalling
90 million carats.

DeepGreen claims that none of the reviewers have indepth knowledge of the mining industry, adding that
most maintain a public stance in favour of a moratorium
on deep-sea mining. The company also notes it has
never said their technique would have no impacts.
“There is no such thing as zero-impact mining and Deep
Green makes no claims to the contrary (…). However,
we see nodules as an opportunity to compress the
disastrous impacts of land-based mining,” it told
MINING.COM in an emailed response to the study.
Two years ago, the European Parliament called for a
ban on seabed mining until the environmental impacts
and risks of disturbing unique deep-sea ecosystems
are understood.
In the resolution, it also urged the European Commission
to persuade member states to stop sponsoring
and subsidizing licenses to explore and exploit the
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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South Africa and Australia also account for a significant
portion of the global reserves, with 54 and 39 million
diamond carats respectively. Despite the current drop
in demand, a result of lockdowns measures triggered
by the coronavirus pandemic, Learnbonds.com expects
sales of rough stones to climb steadily over the next 30
years.

The figure was in sharp contrast with the $7.4 million
in net income, or $0.02 in earning per share the miner
reported in the same period last year.
South Africa’s Petra Diamonds (LON:PDL) has recently
delayed interest payments to borrow $21 million in
new debt, a crucial move to keep the company afloat.
Investment banks are increasingly reluctant to extend
credit to diamond producers, as inventory is not being
sold and defaults are possible, analysts have warned.

The study predicts that demand will hit 292 million
carats by 2050, representing a growth of more than
88% by from 2018’s figure of 155 million diamond
carats.

“We are concerned about oversupply of rough
diamonds following the reopening of economies, as
a lot of inventory could potentially be flooded into the
system and the market might not be able to absorb all
of it, resulting in increased pricing pressure,” Citi said in
an early May note.
Cecilia Jamasmie, Mining.com | May 13, 2020

Sector in crisis
The forecast seems nearly too optimistic when
considering current market conditions. The global
diamond sector was still reeling from a collapse in prices
and sales since late 2018, when covid-19 hit earlier
this year. A couple of months into serious measures to
slow the spread of the virus, it has already squashed
diamond miners’ dawning hopes of a recovery. Alrosa
(MCX: ALRS), the world’s top diamond producer by
output, reported on Tuesday a 95% decline in sales
during April, compared to the same months last year.



Last week, the Russian state-controlled company had
decided to halt production at two of its mines, citing
worsening market conditions. De Beers, the world’s
largest producer by value, cut 2020 production guidance
by a fifth last month. It had earlier cancelled its April
sales event. Canada’s Dominion Diamond Mines, the
controlling owner of Ekati mine and a 40% partner to Rio
Tinto in the Diavik mine, filed for insolvency protection
in April. Lucara Diamond (TSX:LUC), another Canadian
company, posted last week a net loss of $3.2 million, or
$0.01 a share, for the first three months of the year.

Mining and mineral sector impacted due to Covid19 led slowdown: KPMG
In the construction sector, there is a lack of automation
and the resultant dependence on manual labourers. The
monsoon is expected to affect the return to normalcy in
Q2 of FY21
State and central government exchequers are expected
to get affected as collections against statutory levies
and taxes are lower due to lower volume of mineral
production amid the Covid-19 crisis, professional
services firm KPMG said on Friday. This is due to lower
mineral offtake on account of lack of demand from
end-use sectors and also non-availability of labour.
Besides, the government's plan to auction new coal
and mineral blocks is likely to get delayed. In addition,
mine developer operators and mineral operators are
expected to face significant challenges due to delayed
payments and unavailability of labour.
"The companies are likely to re-evaluate their
operating plans during this time and accordingly readjust their future operations. Covid-19 is likely to
delay operationalisation of recently auctioned iron ore
mines," said KPMG in a thought paper. Moreover, weak
demand from key end-use segments like power, steel
and cement besides distressed condition of company
financials may dampen the response in the proposed
auction of coal and mineral blocks.
"The overall losses incurred by all the state governments
combined is estimated to be Rs 4,500 crore to 5,000
crore. And the overall loss that the central government
will be facing in FY21 is estimated to be Rs 1,800
crore to 2,000 crore."In the manufacturing sector,
said KPMG, industrial growth is expected come

Courtesy of Learnbonds.com
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been guaranteed seamless transition to the mining
stage. “We wish to submit that these existing RP/PL
holders have invested huge resources and long years
to undertake risky exploration activities and have
helped India to discover valuable mineral deposits.
Acknowledging their valuable contribution to the
country, the government had introduced Section 10 A
(2)(b) in 2015 to guarantee these concessionaries the
right to mine the deposit if they satisfy the conditions
mentioned above, thereby creating vested rights with
such concession holders”, R K Sharma, secretary
general, FIMI wrote to Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

back to normalcy only in the second half (Q3 Q4) of
FY21 if Covid-19 comes under control by then. In the
construction sector, there is a lack of automation and
the resultant dependence on manual labourers. The
monsoon is expected to affect the return to normalcy
in Q2 of FY21.
The impact of Covid-19 has caused a decline in
expenditure post the GST and RERA norms countered
by government spending under PMAY. Financial
implications of Covid-19 likely to stun the PMAY
spending in FY21, which will further reduce house
affordability. Despite the measures, the offtake of coal
has slipped on demand woes. Overall coal offtake
witnessed a significant drop in March and experienced
negative growth of 16 per cent. Post Covid-19, the
mining contractor market is expected to fall by 20 to 25
per cent in FY21, said KPMG.

Though five years have elapsed, not even a single
holder of RP or PL has won a mining lease. “Any
act on the part of the government to remove Section
10A(2)(b) from the Act would amount to “robbing Peter
to pay Paul”. In all such cases where the concession
holders have satisfied the conditions of their RP/PL
and have established the evidence of mineral content
in the granted areas by conducting reconnaissance or
prospecting at their own expense, they have vested
rights for mining lease. If the cases saved under
Section 10A(2)(b) are cancelled, it will mean that
Government of India has faltered on its Act and will
lead to irreparable loss of investor confidence in Indian
mineral sector, apart from multiple litigations in courts
resulting in such an exercise of the Government being
rendered completely futile”, Sharma added.

On the other hand, the sustained weakness in
construction activity is likely to hit the demand for minor
minerals in the Q1 and Q2 of FY21, given the close
linkage between them. Covid-19 led disruption to the
global trade as well as subdued global markets are also
likely to impact the demand and production of minor
minerals. The demand disruption of minor minerals is
likely to have a profound impact on the employment
and well-being of the local communities, said KPMG.
ANI , New Delhi | May 22, 2020


Mining leaseholders urge govt to honour
concessions saved under regulations
Fimi says existing leaseholders have invested huge
resources and time to undertake risky exploration
activities and have helped India to discover valuable
mineral deposits

Sections 10 A(2)(b) & (2)(c) were inserted during
2015 amendments to MMDR to assure the existing
mining lease holders who had invested their time and
money in exploration of minerals or had up the captive
infrastructure facilities, plants, or even enhance their
plant capacity, based on the certainty with respect to
preferential rights to mining lease in due course. “Many
companies have made borrowings to finance their
captive infrastructure with the certainty of feed stock in
future from preferential mining lease rights and sudden
retroactive policy changes like this may lead them to
either insolvency or severe liquidity crunch in these
testing times”, said a senior executive with a mining
company.
Jayajit Dash, Bhubaneswar, BS | May 22, 2020

The Union government is aiming to open up around 500
mineral blocks for auctions, stoking fears of usurping
concessions like Reconnaissance Permits (RPs) and
Prospecting Licenses (PLs) of existing leaseholders.
These cases were saved under Section 10A 2(b)
and 2(c) of the Mines and Minerals- Regulation &
Development (MMDR) Act. To ensure seamlessness in
the mining sector, Finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman
recently announced the introduction of Composite
Exploration-Cum-Mining-Cum-Production
License
(CEMPL) and award of 500 mineral blocks via the open
and transparent system of auctions.



Federation of Indian Mineral Industries (FIMI) has
commended the government for the futuristic steps.
However, the mineral lobby body has flagged fears
of possible deletions of Section 10A 2(b) and 2(c)
wherein existing holders of RP and PL have already
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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DMF funds could be used for Covid-19 affected
communities: PRAHAR
Currently, 65 per cent of DMF corpus remains
unutilized.
In a bid to unlock resources for the most needy amid
the coronavirus (Covid-19) crisis, Delhi-based NGO
(Continued on Page 32
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NOMINATIONS FOR MEAI AWARDS 2020
The Mining Engineers’ Association of India presents awards sponsored by the Industry/individuals during Annual
General Meeting in June -July every year. Nominations for the following Awards are invited in the prescribed form, so as
to reach the Secretary General by 30th of June 2020. Nomination can be made by one member for one award only.
1.

MEAI - Sitaram Rungta Memorial Award for the best paper on Mining related issues during the year 2020

2.

MEAI NMDC Award for significant contribution to Iron Ore Industry during the year 2020

3.

MEAI Simminds Award for significant contribution to limestone industry during the year 2020.

4.

MEAI Smt. Bala Tandon Memorial Award in recognition of contribution to Mining Industry for improving ecology,
environment and aforestation during the year 2020.

5.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Mining Engineer of the year 2020) in recognition of
significant contribution to Mining Industry by a Mining Engineer with 20 years of experience in the Industry.

6.

MEAI Abheraj Baldota Memorial Gold Medal Award (Young Mining Engineer of the years 2020) in recognition
of significant service to Mining Industry by an Young Mining Engineer who has not completed 35 years of age as
on 2020.

7.

MEAI-SRG Informational Technology Award for the year 2020 in recognition of significant contribution to Mining
Industry adopting Information Technology during the year.

8.

MEAI-Smt. Gullapalli Saraladevi Memorial Award (Lifetime Achievement by a Mining Engineer) during the year
2020.

9.

MEAI Master Tanay Chadha Memorial Geologist Award for the year 2020 in recognition of significant contribution
by a geologist in the field of Mineral Exploration, quality control and production, mine planning etc. during the
year.

10. MEAI- Smt Veena Roonwal Memorial Award for the year 2020 to a Mining Engineer/Geologist/a qualified person
involved with Mining Industry with 10 years experience for presenting a paper during the year in a seminar/
symposium workshop organized by MEAI on “Water Management in and around a working mine” or “Implementation
of New/Latest Technology in Mining and allied subjects.
11. MEAI- Smt Kiran Devi Singhal Memorial Award for the year 2020 only to a person (MEAI Member/Non memberneed not necessarily be from mining discipline) for his/her contribution in the field of “Development and Conversation
of Minerals and Environment” in and around Metalliferous mines (excluding Coal and oil) during the year 2020.
12. MEAI Award to a Best paper in Mining Journal Published in the Mining Engineers’ Journal in the year 2020.
13. MEAI-SCCL Coal Award for the year 2020 to a Mining Engineer, a Geologist, a Mechanical Engineer and a
Foreman/Over man for meritorious contribution to the Coal Industry.
For detailed guide lines please visit website www.meai.org or Memorandum of Association and rules and regulations
(as on 01.03.2018)
Application must be supported by at least Two Council Members and must reach MEAI NHQ in Prescribed Format at
Hyderabad before 30th of June 2020.
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FRAGMENTATION BY BLASTING AND ITS INFLUENCE IN
OPTIMIZATION
M.O. SARATHY

1. Abstract
Fragmentation achieved in the primary blast, along with muckpile looseness and its profile has a significant, controlling impact
on unhindered downstream operational efficiency and overall costs of enterprises engaged in surface mining of ores, minerals and
coal. The concepts are applicable for large excavations in civil projects also. The resulting average fragment size of metal ores and
minerals from a blast is crucial since they are subjected to further comminution (crushing and grinding). In opencast coal mines,
waste overburden rock is directly sent to the dumps and loading equipment having large buckets easily load even the oversized
fragments generated in a blast. Whereas, coal is further handled at the coal handling plant / washery and hence needs to be
adequately fragmented in the primary blast. The paper reviews the fragmentation processes, effect of rock and explosive properties
on each other, blast design requirements, previous and current interpretation of optimum blasts viz run-of-mine (ROM) cost to the
holistic mine-to-mill approach used mainly in the mining of non-ferrous metal ores. The concepts of ‘Mine to Mill’, ‘Ultra High
Intensity Blasting’ (UHIB), fragmentation prediction using Kuz-Ram model, blasting for Armour Stone (rip-rap) and Dimension
Stone are also discussed.
2. INTRODUCTION
Fragmentation achieved in a primary blast decisively
dictates the operational efficiency and economics of
enterprises carrying out the blasts. Good fragmentation,
muckpile looseness and muckpile profile commensurate to
the loading machine in use results in efficient downstream
operations, free of bottlenecks. Fragmentation requirements
vary with type of excavator in use, its bucket capacity
and final destination of the run-of-mine (ROM). Waste,
overburden rock is moved directly to the dumps, non-metal
mineral such as limestone is crushed and powdered for
cement manufacture, while metal ores after crushing and
grinding are further processed for metal extraction. Some
open cast mines adopt ‘in-pit-crushing’ of overburden and
convey the crushed material to the dump through conveyor.
This reduces truck transport over long hauling distances.
The fragmentation requirement in this case is defined by the
input size of crusher. While good fragmentation in the primary
blast is the objective in most situations, there are unusual
requirements for producing “by design”, large over-sized
fragments from a quarry. These are called as armourstone
(also known as rip-rap) used as ‘break-water’ to protect the
land along the sea coast from erosion. Dimension stone
industry excavates large blocks using special methods for
processing into value-added slabs, tiles.

ã

Smallest size fragment a blast will produce.

ã

Blast that produces no oversize – no need for secondary
drilling and blasting.

ã

Fragmentation that provides highest production rates.

ã

Crushing costs are least viz minimum.

ã

Small pieces which can be handled by mining
equipment in use.

3. FRAGMENTATION ASSESSMENT METHODS
Visual ‘eye-ball assessment’ is the easiest and least
expensive method. With advancements in technology, image
processing, computer graphics and software, evaluation of
fragmentation has become very scientific, accurate and
removes the subjectivity of the former. Various methods
adopted for fragmentation assessment are described
(Chiappetta7):

2.1 Optimum Fragmentation - Definition
Various perceptions of field personnel with regard to definition
of ‘optimum blast fragmentation’ are listed (Chiappetta7).
They are:

ã

Qualitative visual analysis - Eye-ball assessment
of fragmentation is based on long experience of the
blaster who has been carrying out blasts regularly at
site.

ã

Sieving / Screening - Entire blasted muck is sieved for
fragmentation assessment. This is practical for small
scale tests and not for large production blasts, though
attempted.

ã

Boulder count and quantum of secondary blasting /
mechanical breakage carried out - Number of boulders
generated and their sizes, for unit volume of excavation
is monitored. Also, quantum of secondary blasting

(Life Member - MEAI, sarathymo@yahoo.com)
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density etc.) and structural aspects (bedding planes, joints
etc.) of the material being blasted needs to be taken into
consideration as they control the resulting fragmentation.
The mechanical and structural properties of rock influence
the results more than the characteristics of explosive which
has been used in the blast (Burkle6). Another important
aspect is the effectiveness of stemming and duration of
confinement/retention of the gas energy within the drillhole
during blasting. In blasting parlance, explosive in a drillhole is
considered as a cylindrical charge, whose length to diameter
ratio is much greater than 6 (like in bench blasts). Ratio
equal to or less than 6 is considered as a spherical charge
which is used in crater blasting tests. A spherical charge
directs energy outwards in all directions, while a cylindrical
charge directs energy laterally or perpendicular to its axis. It
is for this reason that burden is measured perpendicular to
the drillhole axis (Ash3).

(pop shooting / plaster shooting) or mechanical rock
breaking carried out.
Bridging delays at crusher - Oversize from ROM
causes bridging of chutes and build-up on grizzly at the
crusher. Rock breakers are deployed to break the large
fragments to suit the input size of crusher. Monitoring
this is a means of fragmentation evaluation.
Productivity with work and time studies - The loadhaul cycle time is mapped. Poor fragmentation and
tight muck piles result in hard digging conditions, poor
bucket fill factor, time wasted for segregating boulders
in muckpile, a greater number of loading cycles to load
a dumper, the idling of trucks and longer turn-around
time are monitored accurately.
Photography and photogrammetry - This is an accurate
and scientific method to assess fragmentation.
Photographs of the muckpile after blast at specific
time intervals as the excavator loading progresses
into the muckpile, loaded material on the haul truck
or fragmented material on the conveyor belt are
taken and analyzed. Computer software analyzes the
fragment sizes. WipFrag, Split Desktop, Shovel Metrics,
Fraglyst4.0 (CIMFR), PowerSieve (ICI/Orica) are few of
the software developed for fragment size analysis.

Different rock breakage theories/ mechanisms have been
suggested (Atlas Powder4). They are (i) Only reflected stress
wave (reflected tensile wave) (ii) Stress wave-gas expansion
(iii) Stress wave-flaw/nuclei (iv) Flexural rupture (v) In-flight
collision and impact breakage upon falling on ground after
heave/throw. The process of rock breakage takes place in 4
distinct time windows (Ash3, Harries15, Persson24).

4. EXPLOSIVE-ROCK INTERACTIONS and FRAGMENTATION MECHANISMS
The process of fragmentation involves the response of
a material being blasted to brisance and heave energies.
Rock breakage and the fragmentation mechanism is a very
complex process taking place in micro to milliseconds time
window and enclosed in an opaque medium. Hence, it is very
difficult to identify the actual mechanisms occurring in-situ.
The non-homogeneity of the medium being blasted adds to
the complexity. Only the visible changes occurring near the
free face in front of drillhole and on bench top can be observed
for analysis. Explosive characteristics normally considered
are density (g/cc), velocity of detonation VOD (m/s), strength
(weight-k.cal/kg, bulk-k.cal/litre), detonation pressure (kilo
bar), shock energy or brisance, gas volume liberated (l/
kg) and borehole pressure (MPa). The rate of release of
explosive energy is a function of VOD which indicates the
efficiency with which the explosive is detonating and also
defines the partitioning of shock and heave energies. 20 m
column of AN-FO with a VOD of 3500 m/s would react for
5.7 ms, whereas a similar column of emulsion with a VOD of
5000 m/s would get consumed in 4 ms. Explosive with low
VOD releases energy at a slower rate and usually larger
component is in the form of gas or heave energy, which works
well in soft to medium hard rocks and strata with joints and
bedding planes. Explosive with higher VOD releases higher
shock energy suitable for breaking hard, competent strata
and it is this energy that sets off the primary breakage. The
mechanical properties (compressive strength, sonic velocity,
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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4.1 Event 1 - Detonation of explosive in the drillhole:
detonation of explosive releases two types of energies
viz high order shock energy (brisance) generated by the
VOD and gas (heave) energy generated by the expanding
gaseous products which are under very high temperature and
pressure. Explosive with high VOD and density generates
higher detonation pressure.
4.2 Event 2 - Crushing of the drillhole wall: In the widely
accepted rock fragmentation process, rock breakage occurs
when the shock energy, detonation pressure exceeds the
dynamic compressive strength of the enclosing medium
(rock, ore, mineral). It crushes the material around the
drillhole wall initially where explosive is present and
expands/stretches the drillhole wall outwards fracturing it.
The extent of crushed zone normally extends 2-4 times
the drillhole diameter. Explosive with higher VOD such as
emulsion generates a higher crushed zone compared to low
VOD explosive such as AN-FO. For an explosive of given
strength, extent of crushed zone would be less in hard rocks
and higher in soft to medium strength rocks (Kanchibotla18).
4.3 Event 3 - Compressive wave and reflected tensile
wave: At optimum burden, fragmentation process occurs
in front of drillhole and very few cracks are formed behind
the drillhole. Beyond the crushed zone, the outgoing shock
wave travels outwards as a radial compressive wave front
and compresses the material. Radial fracturing results from
tangential tensile stresses, also known as hoop stresses.
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Compressive wave continues to propagate radially as long
as the stress level (strain energy) at the crack tips exceeds
the dynamic tensile strength of the rock. Strain weakens and
dissipates with distance. More energy is required to start
cracks than to extend them. Secondary cracks get initiated
when stress waves encounter voids or other discontinuities
(discussed in detail in Section 7). On reaching a free face,
the radial compressive shock wave gets reflected back into
the medium as a radial tensile wave. Since tensile strength
is approximately 15-20 times less than the compressive
strength, the tensile wave fragments the medium at the
free face and this is known as spalling / slabbing. Slabbing
is detectable if the burden is less than 20 x d where ‘d’ is
the drillhole diameter (Ash3). Normally burden distance in
bench blasting is 25-35 d and hence spalling may not be
discernible. The reflected tensile wave moves back towards
the drillhole and interacts with the growing radial cracks and
creates a network of more cracks.
4.4 Event 4 - Gas expansion and heave / throw of the
fragmented material: Expanding high pressure gaseous
products of detonation penetrate these radial cracks, dilates
and extend the cracks through a process of ‘pneumatic
wedging’. Cracks thus forced open reach the free face and
the cracked fragments now free, get propelled / ejected from
the parent mass (Figure 1a). Commercial explosives release
800-900 liters of gas per kg at high pressure and this heaves
the fragmented material forward resulting in throw. Good
confinement viz no venting, results in higher burden velocity
and throw.

Figure-1(a)

4.5 Flexural rupture mechanism is another widely accepted
rock breakage mechanism. Flexural strength is defined as
‘bend strength’. The burden rock in front of the drillhole is
considered as a ‘beam’ whose thickness is the burden (B)
and its length is the bench height (H). Under the action
of explosives, the beam gets bent and breaks (Figure
1b). This is very evident in videos of bench blasts where
the mid portion of the bench face moves out first and
bending / bulging is seen. The beam stiffness is a function
of its thickness and length. Ease of bending dramatically
increases as ‘stiffness ratio’ H/B increases. Bending is very
difficult when H/B is 1, eases when it is 2 and ideal at 3 and
above. Thick, short block is more difficult to break by bending
than a long slender segment. As an analogy, while it is easy
to break a long stick of uniform thickness by bending, the
same stick (viz same material, same thickness) is difficult
to bend/break as it becomes shorter. Rock movement and
bending action begin after radial fracturing is completed.
Without flexural rupturing, complete break-up of burden
would not be possible. In this theory, emphasis is on gas
pressure, which causes the beam to bend and role of the
reflected stress wave resulting in slabbing is considered to
be negligible (Ash3). Fragmentation mechanism in jointed
strata is discussed in Section 6.
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Figure-1(b)

5. FACTORS THAT AFFECT BREAKAGE BY BLASTING
Excavations for surface mining and civil applications are
carried out in the earth’s crust. Strata in the earth’s crust are
neither massive nor homogenous. It contains many types
of geological anomalies and discontinuities such as, joints,
bedding planes, faults, fissures, cracks, folds, vughs (solution
cavities), mud seams, presence of aquifer etc. Rocks can be
considered to be massive and homogenous only within a
limited extent. Some of the structural anomalies are caused
due to tectonic activity. Three sources for the presence of
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the intensity of reflected tensile wave exceeds the tensile
strength of medium.

fragmented rock in the blasted muckpile have been identified
(JKMRC Monograph17). They are:
•
Fragments formed by new fractures created by the
detonation of explosive in the drillhole.
•
Fragmentation formed by the extension of existing
in-situ fractures, combined with newly generated
fractures.
•
In-situ boulders and cracked rock mass present in
burden (back-break, side break caused by bad blasting
practices) that just get pushed into muck pile without
any further breakage.

5.2.2 Sonic or Longitudinal Wave Velocity
This is the speed with which explosion generated compressive
wave travels through the medium. The sonic velocity is
higher in fine-grained dense rocks, while it is significantly
less in soft, coarse grained, low-density and porous rocks.
Impedance is sonic velocity or VOD multiplied by density.
Matching rock impedance with explosive impedance is
known to impart good blast outcomes.
5.2.3 Young’s Modulus of Elasticity `E'
This indicates the difficulty in stretching the rock by the
gaseous products of detonation. Higher the Young's
modulus, harder it is to stretch. In general, it has been found
that explosion pressure should not exceed 5% of the Young's
Modulus and if it exceeds this value, then the crushed zone
around the borehole is increased and explosive energy gets
wasted. Explosives with higher VOD (viz shock energy)
thus perform better in elastic rocks. Since shock energy
gets easily absorbed in `plastic' rocks, explosive with lot of
gas (heave) energy is preferred as it works better in such
strata.

5.1 Rock mass properties important to blasting
performance (JKMRC Monograph17):
ã Strong rocks require greater blasting effort than weaker
rocks.
ã Absence of fractures or discontinuities increases
the blasting effort required to achieve desired
fragmentation.
ã Dynamic compressive strength controls the crushing
that occurs at the blasthole wall.
ã Dynamic tensile strength of the rock influences the
extent of new fracture generation in both shock and
gas-pressure phases.
ã Attenuation properties of the rock mass which control
how far the stress waves travel before energy falls
below the levels that cause primary breakage. Soft /
plastic rocks tend to ‘absorb’ explosive’s shock energy
resulting in lesser blasting effectiveness.
ã High-density rocks require more blast energy to loosen
and displace vis-à-vis low-density rock.
ã Density of rock mass affects the inertial characteristics
and hence how the rock mass moves in response to
the forces applied during blasting.
ã Rock mass stiffness controls distortion of blasthole
wall and hence the pressure developed inside the blast
hole.
ã In-situ fracture frequency, orientation and character
which together define the in-situ blocks, the attenuation
of shock wave and migration / venting of gases.

5.2.4 Poisson’s Ratio
Poisson's Ratio indicates the ability of rock to store energy.
A high value means that the material stores energy more
readily than one with a lower number. Better breakage can
be expected of materials having low Poisson's ratio.
5.2.5 Density and Hardness
Rock density and its strength are usually inter-related. Rocks
with higher density are more difficult to break than rocks with
lower density. Hardness is qualitatively described as soft,
medium hard, hard or very hard. The drill penetration rate
is a good indicator of hardness of the material being drilled.
Measure-while-drilling (MWD) is used extensively. Hardness
tests are also carried out in laboratory.
5.3 Main factors that affect fragmentation during
blasting:
•
Rock quality - Mechanical properties and structural
aspects of the material being blasted, presence of
aquifer.
•
Blast geometry - burden, spacing, bench height, hole
depth, sub-grade depth and stemming length.
•
Explosive properties - VOD, density, energy-strength
(weight/bulk),
detonation
pressure,
detonation
performance, spatial distribution of explosive charge
in the drillholes and in the mass being blasted. Also,
retention / confinement of explosion gases through
effective stemming.
•
Extent of energy being absorbed by the material that is
being blasted.

5.2 Various rock properties that affect blasting process
(Atlas Powder4):
5.2.1 Rock Strength - Compressive & Tensile Strength
Most materials are resistant to compression, but very weak
in tension. Compressive strength of rock is roughly 15 - 20
times more than its tensile strength. Rock breaks due to both
compressive and tensile waves during blasting mechanism
after detonation of explosive. When peak explosive strain
equals or exceeds the dynamic compressive strength of the
rock, breakage takes place. Breakage also takes place when
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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•

Powder factor (t/kg, m3/kg) or Specific charge (kg/t, kg/
m3).
Drillhole placement (no collaring errors), drilling
accuracy (depth, direction) and drillhole pattern: in-line
or staggered, square (B = S) or rectangular (S > B).

•

•

Choice of initiation system, accuracy of delay firing time
of initiator, delay interval provided between drillholes in
a row (along spacing) and between rows (across the
burden). Sequence of initiation of drillholes (row delay,
diagonal, V, V1 etc.). Staggered patterns offer best
coverage.

Table-1: Compressive Strength and Longitudinal Wave Velocity of few rock types
ROCK TYPE

Density

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

SONIC VELOCITY

g/cc

Kg/Sq cm

Mpa

Meters / second

BASALT

2.7 - 3.3

2500-4000

245-392

4500-5700

GRANITE

2.5 - 2.8

2000-3600

196-353

4500-6000

LIMESTONE

1.9 - 2.9

1300-2000

127-196

3000-4500

QUARTZITE

2.5 - 2.7

1600-2200

157-216

5000-5500

SANDSTONE

1.6 - 2.7

1600-2500

157-245

1500-2000

GNEISS

2.6 - 3.0

1400-3000

137-294

4000-6000

stemming is preferred in multi-row blasting. Delay blasting
helps create in-situ free faces during blast, enhances
fragmentation through shock wave interactions and helps
reduce maximum charge per delay. The firing times of
drillholes in V, V1, V2 patterns should be assigned judiciously,
since the ‘as blasted’ S/B ratio changes significantly vis-àvis ‘as drilled’ S/B ratio. To ascertain site-specific optimum
delay in bench blasting, ‘minimum burden response time’ is
analyzed by using high speed photography. Thumb rule of
1-5 ms/foot of spacing can be used for start-up blasts. Delay
across burden (inter-row) should be 2-3 times above timing.
Hard, dense, fine grained rocks require lower delay, while
soft, low density, coarse grained rocks require longer delay.

In India, powder factor is defined with the unit t/kg or m3/
kg viz tonnage or volume of rock, mineral or coal broken
per kg of explosive. For metal ores, minerals and coal t/
kg is used, while for overburden blasting m3/kg is used. In
this system, higher powder factor means higher tonnage
or larger volume per kg of explosive. Overseas authors
describe powder factor as kg/t or kg/m3 which is the inverse
of the former, and also known as ‘specific charge’. In this
system, the term high powder factor means use of higher
quantity explosive charge - Author
5.4 Blasting with delay initiators: Priming drillholes at the
bottom with accurate delay initiators which do not disturb
Table-2: Blast design inputs and blast outcomes
Input / Parameter

Effect / Result / Outcome

Rock Properties and Geological Structure
1

Fine grained, dense, high sonic Difficult to blast, requires explosive with high VOD (high shock/brisance), density
velocity, high compressive strength and strength (energy). High VOD and density generate higher detonation
pressure inside drillhole.

2

Coarse grained, low density, low High shock energy not suitable as it gets absorbed by strata. Explosive with low
sonic velocity, low compressive VOD, producing high gas volume (heaving effect) works well.
strength

3

Geological structural anomalies

See Section 7

Drilling, Drillhole Diameter and Blast Geometry
1

Drillhole Diameter (d)

Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,

Starting point and very important parameter. Smaller diameter drill holes (smaller
burden) generate finer sized fragments while large drillholes (large burden)
generate coarser sized fragments, for same rock-explosive combination.
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2

Burden to Drillhole diameter ratio

Larger ratios progressively generate larger (coarser) fragments. Burden = 25 to
40 x d (depends on rock-explosive strength)

3

Bench height to Burden ratio

Optimum bench height to burden ratio (H/B) is 3 and above. Assists in flexural
rupture. Ratio of 2 is sub-optimal. Ratio of 1 to be avoided as burden stiffness
becomes very high.

4

Spacing (S) to Burden (B) Ratio

1 to 1.4 viz S = B to 1.4 B

5

Stemming to Drillhole diameter =30. Can be reduced by upto 30% if bottom hole initiation is used which helps
ratio
in improving collar breakage. Increasing stemming height results in coarser
fragments from the collar zone as it does not contain explosive charge.

6

Sub-grade to Drillhole diameter =8. Larger value results in wastage of explosives energy and damages the floor
ratio
which can cause problems for drilling and a source of flyrock in the next blast
when present floor becomes bench top when blasts are carried out later.

Explosive’s Characteristics
1

Explosive’s VOD (m/s)

High VOD generates higher shock energy (brisance), useful in breaking hard to
very hard strata. Low VOD - heaving effect.

2

Explosive’s Density (g/cc)

Density defines whether explosive will sink in watery drillholes and assists in
calculating loading density (kg/m) for a given drillhole diameter. An important
parameter for calculating detonation pressure and explosive impedance.

3

Explosive’s Strength (Energy)

Expressed as weight strength (calories per gram) and bulk or volume strength
(calories per cm3). Weight strength remaining constant, bulk strength increases
or decreases with density. Low density explosives normally have low bulk
strength.

4

Explosive’s Detonation
(kilo bars)
1 Bar = 14.7 PSI

pressure A function of VOD and density viz explosives with higher VOD and density
generate higher detonation pressure. Example PETN/TNT Cast Booster which
has a density of 1.6 - 1.65 g/cc and VOD of 6500-7000 m/s.

Powder Factor / Specific Charge
1

Powder Factor (t/kg or m3/ kg)
Specific Charge (kg/t or kg/m3)

High powder factor (viz low specific charge) generates coarser fragments while
low powder factor (high specific charge) generates finer fragments for same
rock-explosive combination.

Blast Initiation Systems
1

Electronic Vs. Pyrotechnic Delays

True bottom hole initiation with in-hole Electronic delays preferred over
pyrotechnic based delay detonators due to the inaccurate delay firing times
and high timing scatter of latter.

2

Choice of initiating system

Choose a system that does not cause stemming ejection.

Drill Pattern and Initiation Sequence
1

Staggered equilateral triangle

Optimum in-situ spatial distribution of explosive energy.

Back-break in bench face from a previous blast and cracked
bench top caused by the sub-drilling of a blast carried out
previously, have been identified as contributors to large
fragments in a blast (Murr et al22). As the stemming zone is
usually devoid of explosives, fragmentation will be coarser
from the collar zone and any increase in stemming height
(reduced explosive column) leads to larger fragments
from the collar zone. For improving fragmentation, single
row blasts must be avoided as bench face is uneven, with
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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inconsistent crest, face and toe burdens. Fragmentation
becomes better and more uniform with multi-row shots,
as second and subsequent rows have consistent blast
geometry and spatial distribution of explosive in the mass
being blasted.
6. FRAGMENTATION IN STRATA WITH JOINTS / BEDDING
PLANES
Rocks are not homogenous and geological discontinuities
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such as joints, bedding planes, fissures, cavities etc.
invariably exist. Joints primarily occur in igneous rocks while
bedding planes are exclusive to sedimentary rocks. The
juxtaposition of joints can be horizontal, vertical or inclined,
dipping into the bench or towards free face, at various
degrees of inclination. Presence of structural anomalies in
strata affect fragmentation, throw and most importantly safety
concerns such as flyrock, airblast and misfire of detonating
cord downlines due to cut-off by ground movement or by
jetting action of high-pressure gases through in-situ open
joints. Joints provide a vent for the expanding high-pressure
gases to escape, and results in reduced borehole pressure
and heave (throw) of the blasted fragments. In jointed strata,
physical and mechanical properties have a lesser influence
on degree of fragmentation. Strata transgressed by vertical
and horizontal / inclined joints pre-define the size of
fragments created during blast. Closely spaced joints result
in good fragmentation while widely spaced joints result in
blocky, large sized fragments. Gas pressure penetration
dilates the joints and results in block heaving causing
shifting of large sized blocks in the collar zone. They hinder
the propagation of radial cracks and alter the fragmentation
process by reflecting the stress waves. Stress waves on
reaching a joint plane get reflected and at the same time
gets attenuated resulting in a weaker shockwave entering
the next slab. As frequency of joints increase, shock wave
attenuation is high resulting in increased damping and
faster decay. Joints cause impedance mis-match and affect
fragmentation mechanisms and blast results significantly.
Strain wave propagation across joints depends on the gap
(aperture/width) between slabs and nature of filling material,
if any. Gaps higher than 1-3 mm are known to act as free face
and reflect the compressive wave back as a tensile wave.
Open, air filled joints will stop crack propagation. About 30%
of shock energy gets propagated across water filled joints
and almost 100% in well cemented joints (Harriesx). If the
impedance of filling material is close to or matches that of
the surrounding medium, then strain transmission would be
higher. Effect of dip, strike, joints on blast results in relation to
drillhole position is described in the table below (Burkle6).

Table-3: Effect of joint directions on blast results
Blasting
Direction

No. 11

Blasting
along dip

•

Blasting
against
dip

•

Blasting
against
strike

•

•
•

•
•

•

More back break (gravity also assists
excess breakage).
Lesser toe, smoother floors.
More frontal movement, lower muckpile
height.
Less back break (gravity also assists
excess breakage).
Formation of toe, rougher floors.
Less frontal movement, higher muckpile
height.
Bench floor will have saw-tooth profile
because of different types of strata
encountered in same bench being
blasted.
Light back break.

Figure-2(a)

High speed photography of production blasts has been carried
out in a quarry bench in which the joints were vertical and
parallel to free face while the bedding planes were inclined
(Figure-2a). Spacing between joints (slab thickness) was
6-11 feet. It was found that fragmentation was finer nearer
to the charged drillhole, became coarser across the joint
planes indicating that the joints progressively attenuated the
shock wave before reaching the free face. As the distance
from drillhole increases, the number of joint planes crossed
increase and radial cracks got decreased resulting in larger
sized blocks formed near the free face and this is pictorially
depicted (Figure-2b) (Winzer30).
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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6.1. Stress wave nuclei - flaw theory:
In massive rocks, even though the stress waves are
transmitted with higher velocity and lesser attenuation,
fewer fractures are formed because there are fewer flaws.
Studies in zones with flawed field conditions such as
bedding planes, fractures, joints revealed that geological
discontinuities acted as nuclei for crack generation which
got initiated in regions very far from the drillhole. Outgoing
shock waves initiated pre-existing flaws and initiated flaws
at a multitude of locations. Tests in laboratory using high
speed photography simulating joints in models made with
Homalite-100 (a highly transparent polymer) indicated that
cracks got propagated only by the energy contained in
the stress waves and not by gas pressurization. The crack
density decreased with distance from the borehole and
with the number of planar discontinuities crossed. This is in
affirmation of the quarry fragmentation depicted in figure2b. The reflected stress waves also aided in crack formation
at the nuclei locations. In fractured rock, even though the
stress wave velocity is lower and attenuation is higher, more
fractures are formed due to this phenomenon. After this preconditioning, rock fracture and fragmentation are continued
by the gases filling up the newly created fractures. Gas
pressure does not appear to contribute to the fragmentation
process since the crack network has already been formed
and venting of gas occurs rather late through the crack
network. It is the gas that causes muckpile distribution and
if there was no gas pressurization the rock mass would be
fractured but not fragmented or thrown (Winzer30).

In horizontally and vertically jointed models, plate shaped
large sized fragments were found, of thickness equal to the
slab thickness. Shape was oblong when joints were dipping
away from free face and tabular when joints were dipping
towards free face (Singh and Sarma26).
7. Fragmentation, PRE-conditioning, comminution AND OPTIMIZATION
As early as 1966, MacKenzie20 described optimum
fragmentation to be “that blasting practice which gives the
degree of fragmentation necessary to obtain the lowest unit
cost of the combined operations of drilling, blasting, loading,
hauling and crushing”. He also wrote that ‘a popular saying with
mine management is that the place for primary crushing is in
the mine and not the crushing plant’. Presently, optimization
looks beyond ROM, i.e. crushing-grinding and value addition
in extraction of metal from ore in metal mining. This holistic
monitoring and data analysis are now recognized as ‘mineto-mill’. Optimization begins with drilling - correct placement
(no collaring errors) and drilling accuracy (proper direction
and desired depth). Measure While Drilling (MWD) is a tool
with number of advantages. Good fragmentation, loose,
easy to dig muckpile and muckpile profile commensurate to
type of excavator in use have been identified as the critical
parameters for cost optimization. When management seeks
cost controls, managers of individual cost centers tend to
reduce costs of their operations in isolation, without realizing
the negative impact it would have on subsequent processes
which are all inter-dependent. Drilling and blasting costs
are reduced by expanding drill patterns, using weaker
explosives, higher powder factors (t/kg, m3/kg), and cheaper
blast initiation systems. Use of smaller drillhole diameter,
closer burden-spacing, stronger explosives, lower powder
factors (t/kg or m3/kg viz higher specific charge - kg/t or kg/
m3) cause marginal increases in drilling and blasting costs,
but results in finer fragmentation and loose, easy to dig
muckpiles. Investing ‘a little more’ on drilling and blasting
significantly improves downstream operations of loading,
hauling, crushing-grinding. Excavators do not spend
unproductive time and energy/fuel segregating boulders
in the muckpile. It also reduces cost of secondary blasting
and cost of avoidable shifting of men and equipment for the
blast. The distribution of costs of various elements in the
drill, blast, load, haul and crushing cycle (up to ROM) and
subsequent comminution (crushing, grinding) as published
in technical literature is given below.

Model studies: Carried out in the laboratory using prefabricated jointed models shaped like benches using 6
Nos. sandstone slabs of 25 mm thickness and binding
them together with adhesive. Model blocks were of 400 x
375 x 150 mm size with bench height of 50 mm. Blocks
were prepared with joint inclinations (in an anti-clockwise
direction) of 0° (horizontal), 30°, 60°, 90° (vertical), 120°
and 150° resulting in joints in blocks with 30°, 60° inclined
into the block, while the joints in blocks with 120° and 150°
inclined towards free face. Each block was blasted using a
single drillhole of 9 mm diameter, drilled at the middle of
the block with burdens of 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm thus
resulting in drillhole depth/burden ratio of 2.5, 1.66 and 1.25
respectively. Drillholes were set-off with a single detonator.
Fragmentation and bench crater profile were observed to
be predominantly influenced by position of explosive charge
with respect to joint orientation. Severe toe was left in blocks
with vertical joints and joints dipping away from the free
face (dipping into bench). Overbreak was observed with
horizontal joints and with joints dipping towards free face.
Fragmentation was finer with D/B ratio of 2.5 in all joint
configurations except vertical. Fragmentation was found to
depend on the distance from charge and number of joints in
between (this observation aligns with Winzer’s field studies).
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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It is seen from above that crushing and grinding costs are
highest, followed by hauling cost. Hauling costs depend on
the distance hauled, but also indirectly on loading in terms
of quantity hauled (capacity utilization of haul truck). Waiting
and turn-around times are affected by the fragmentation
and muckpile looseness viz loader’s ease of digging, bucket
fill factor, number of passes to load a truck and time spent
by the loader in segregating boulders within the muckpile.
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Due to the higher weight, throw of large sized fragments or
fragments of higher density rocks is less. Smaller fragments
and lower density rocks spread out (more throw) and results
in flatter muckpiles. ‘Pile density’ is a term used to define the
pile particle size distribution of the fragments in the muckpile.
When pile density is high, it means that the spaces between
particles are small resulting in a higher bucket fill factor,
which in turn increases the loader’s working output. If pile

density is low, space between particles is more resulting in a
decrease of volume of the loaded material, thus decreasing
the loader bucket’s working capacity. A specific charge of
0.603 kg/m3 gave a pile density of 1.795 t/m3 as against
specific charge of 0.4 kg/m3 resulting in a pile density of
1.698 t/m3, thus demonstrating that higher specific charge
(lower powder factor) results in better fragmentation (Tosun
et al27).

Table-4: Cost distribution percentage of various operations in mining cycle
Percentage Cost Distribution of Various Operations (%)
Anon2

Hustrulid16

Giltner13

Drilling

13

14

12

21

10

Blasting

23

22

15

12

11

Loading

15

Hauling

38

Crushing

11

14
64 (Pit
Handling)

41

27

15
30

Seccatore25
6

Eloranta12
5
8

30

23 (Pit
Handling)

31

22

33

-

-

4

1

-

-

Secondary Blasting /
Hammering

-

-

1

Coarse Crushing

-

-

-

-

-

8

Fine Crushing

-

-

-

-

-

20

Fine Grinding

-

-

-

-

-

36

Ancillary Costs

-

-

-

-

4

-

Mechanical
Comminution

-

-

-

-

60

-

100

100

100

100

100

TOTAL

100

100

Field tests were carried out in a quarry by Dyno Nobel11 by
simultaneously initiating primer placed at top and bottom of
explosive column using electronic detonators. This generates
two detonation waves within the drillhole, one moving
downwards (from top primer) and the other upwards (from
bottom primer). The detonation duration of the explosive
column thus gets reduced by half and the two detonation
waves collide inside the drillhole. Dyno reported increased
primary fragmentation and longer throw leading to improved
digability, though results have not been fully quantified.

into them during the primary blast. Explosive with high
VOD such as emulsion will produce a larger crushed zone
compared to an explosive having low VOD such as ANFO. Same explosive will produce a smaller crush zone in
hard rock and a larger crushed zone in softer rock. The first
important outcome of blasting is the visible fragmentation
and size distribution described as the ‘seen’ blast result.
The second effect of blasting is the crack generation that
occurs within the fragments which is the ‘unseen’ blast
effect (Workman and Eloranta31). Fragment size for efficient
loading by excavator is different from micro-fracturing within
the fragments which eases/enhances comminution. Three
strategies for generating fines and weakened rock fragments
in the muckpile are mentioned (Murr et al22). They are (i)
Increasing powder factor kg/t, kg/m3 (ii) increasing velocity
of detonation of the blasting agents used (iii) improving
the distribution of blast energy. Optimum explosive energy
density is possible through spatial arrangement of drillholes
such as staggered equilateral triangle drill pattern. Based

7.1 Pre-conditioning - softening of fragments during
primary blasting - better grindability of ores ‘Comminution’
is the reduction of solid materials from one average particle
size to a smaller average particle size, by crushing, grinding
and also used to free useful materials from matrix materials
in which they are embedded and to concentrate the minerals
(Wikipedia29). ‘Pre-conditioning’ is the process of reducing
the strength of rock fragments by introducing micro-cracks
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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on industrial and laboratory tests the following haves been
listed (Nielsen and Kristiansen23) (i) increasing the drillhole
diameter and using the same explosive will generate more
fines after blasting and crushing (ii) an explosive with higher
VOD will generate more fines after blasting and crushing
compared to an explosive with lower VOD for same powder
factor (iii) using an explosive with higher VOD will increase
the grindability of the ore after blasting and crushing (iv)
increasing the powder factor (kg/t, kg/m3) using the same
explosive will increase both the crushability and grindability
of ore. Ultra-high intensity blasting (UHIB) blasting
technique developed by Dr. Brent and team from explosive
manufacturer Orica (Australia) results in finer (smaller)
fragmentation and also pre-conditions the fragments. The
technique utilizes specially formulated high energy bulk
explosives with relative bulk strength (RBS) equal to three
times that of ANFO and develops three and half times
the detonation pressure. Specific charge (kg/m3 or kg/t) in
UHIB is higher than what is used in conventional blasting.
Heavy blasting leads to higher density of micro-cracks in the
fragments and this reduction in strength (pre-conditioning)
prepares the materials well for the downstream process
and has yielded significant improvements in extraction of
non-ferrous metals such as gold and copper. It is seen that

applying higher specific charge (kg/ m3) in a blast leads
to higher recovery of metal. The well fragmented feed to
crushing and grinding circuits increase the mill throughput
output and brings down the energy consumption significantly.
Among the downstream functions, comminution (crushing
and grinding) costs are the highest. Grinding costs more
than crushing and consumes maximum energy (electricity).
UHIB reduces grinding costs resulting in energy savings and
indirectly contributes to reduced greenhouse gas emissions
in countries which generate power from fossil fuel (thermal
power plants). In gold mines, metal recovery is better and
has resulted in reduced consumption of cyanide (Brent et
al5). A word of caution - quote… ‘The potential for optimized
blasting fragmentation to improve downstream processing
performance is well recognized within the industry.
Unfortunately, this has resulted in oversimplifying the concept
to the idea that increasing explosive consumption in the
mine results in optimization of the entire value chain (mining
and processing). This oversimplification is often referred
to as mine-to-mill. However, for true holistic optimization,
blast intensity is not always increased but rather adjusted
to best suit the different types of ores and also the circuit
configuration, equipment and installed comminution power
downstream’. …unquote (Valery28).

Author’s experience: The author would like to narrate an experience gained during his stint in the R&D Blasting Cell of
IDL Industries Ltd. The team was involved in applied blasting research in a nearby large granite outcrop operating as a
manual quarry. The stone cutters working in the site used to supply crushed stone (aggregate) to building contractors
by breaking rock pieces manually using small sledge hammers. During test blasts carried out by IDL, large pieces of
granite used to get generated which was broken using ‘plaster shooting’ for helping the stone cutters. The stone cutters
mentioned that the building contractors preferred crushed stone prepared from the primary blast fragments and not
from rock fragmented by plaster shooting, as the latter crumbled while mixing/rotating in the concrete mixer. Probably
lot of micro-cracks got introduced into the fragments during plaster shooting resulting in their not retaining their original
strength and graded size.
7.2 Evolution of Blast-Cost Optimization concepts: from
‘ROM’ to ‘Mine to Mill’
The following extracts demonstrate the evolution from
traditional approach to optimization which in the 1960s
began as ROM cost optimization, to holistic approach such
as Mine-to-Mill (and other versions of the same concept

Drill-to-Mill, and Pit-to-Plant). Though primarily implemented
in mining of metal ores and metal extraction, the concepts
apply in other mining operations i.e., crushing-grinding of
minerals (limestone for cement manufacture) and crushing
of coal in washery.

Table-5: Evolution of optimization concept from ROM to mine-to-mill
Author
McKenzie20
1966

Comments / Observations (extracts from reference)
In the open pit mining field over the past ten years, one of the greater achievements in lowering costs
has been the development of more powerful explosives. A popular saying among mine management is
that the place for primary crushing is in the mine – not in the crushing plant. Effective blasting in the mine
is the key to an efficient, low cost operation. The evaluation of this cost and its effect on the cost of the
drilling, loading hauling and crushing functions in any mining operation is probably the most pressing
problem facing mine management today. The lowest cost per ton produced through the crusher is the
final answer and the determination of it or “optimum blasting” is the subject under consideration here.
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Chiappetta7
1983

An optimization programme should aim at lowering the highest cost element in an overall mining cost
breakdown, without adversely affecting other element costs and the production, to produce a net mining
cost decrease. There is usually a tendency for companies to reduce the drilling and blasting costs, but
unless these costs form a relatively high percentage of overall costs, the net result is usually a cost in
loading, hauling, dumping and crushing, even though the qualitative appearance of the muck seems not
to have changed.

Michaud and
Blanchett21
1996

- Smaller fragmentation improves mine productivity by increasing tonnage of individual dipper and
hauler cycles.
- An increase in degree of fragmentation (finer) will forcibly increase the overall drilling and blasting costs,
but will in turn have beneficial effects on the loading, hauling and crushing elements; the combined costs
will define the ‘optimum blast’. Primary crushing is in many mining operations the controlling factor that
dictates in absolute terms, the fragmentation required from a blast. The total mining cost which has been
defined up to now by drilling, blasting, loading, hauling and crushing would require the addition of a sixth
element in the equation: milling. By including milling, percent recovery becomes a major player in overall
productivity costs and the determination of “optimum blast”.

Kanchibotla19
2001

The traditional approach to blast optimization focuses on minimizing the cost per ton of broken rock and
ignores the impact of blast results on downstream processes such as crushing and grinding and the
value of final product. In the traditional approach, there is no incentive for any sub-process to increase
its unit cost in order to improve the overall profitability. That is why a holistic approach is required,
where each sub-process is optimized by carefully considering its impact on all downstream processes
and overall profitability. The focus is on maximizing profitability rather than minimizing the unit cost of
blasting.

Valery et al28 - A mining operation is essentially a series of interconnected processes, with the performance
2018
of each stage affecting the subsequent ones. Optimizing each stage in isolation can result in suboptimal performance of the overall operation. For example, isolated changes in drill-and-blast can have
detrimental impacts on downstream crushing and grinding processes, which subsequently affect the
downstream separation process. Therefore, it is important to analyze and optimize each process stage
in the context of the whole operation.
- Blasting is the first stage of comminution in most mining operations. It is a very cost-effective and
energy-efficient preparation step for the subsequent crushing and grinding stages, which will then
provide much finer size reduction to liberate valuable minerals for separation.
- Significant improvement of overall mine and plant performance can be achieved by optimizing blast
fragmentation. This optimization requires utilization of appropriate levels of blasting energy according
to the different types of ore but must also be tailored to the specific downstream processes, circuit flow
sheet, types and sizes of comminution and classification equipment, installed power, and final product
specifications.
- For true holistic optimization, blast intensity is not always increased but rather adjusted to best suit the
different types of ores and also the circuit configuration, equipment and installed comminution power
downstream. It is a fully integrated effort with many aspects of optimization in the mine, comminution
and separation process.
- To be successful, mine-to-mill projects require a structured methodology supported by extensive
auditing, surveys, and data analysis.
8. FRAGMENTATION PREDICTION: KUZ-RAM MODEL
This section is for academic purposes only. The original
fragment size prediction formula suggested by Kuznetsov is
as under (Adhikari1):

V

			
Q

Where x =
A =

No. 11

=

			

Mean fragment size (cm)
Rock Factor – 7 for medium rocks, 10 for
hard, highly fissured rocks and 13 for hard,
weakly fissured rocks.
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=

Volume of rock broken per drillhole – burden
x spacing x bench height (cu.m).
Note: Drillhole depth equal to bench height
is used. Sub-grade is not considered.
Mass of Tri Nitro Toluene (TNT) equivalent
in energy to that of explosive used in each
drillhole (kg). is powder factor, denoted in
some references as K viz K=

.

Cunningham8,9 derived the Kuz-Ram function to predict
resulting fragment size, by modifying the Kuznetsov equation
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Q =

by including energy component of Ammonium Nitrate based
commercial explosives / blasting agents such as ANFO or
emulsion/watergel and a rock factor/ blastability index.

			

RWS =
Where x =
A =
A =
V =

Mean fragment size (cm)
Rock factor, also defined as blastability index
calculated from equation
0.06 (RMD + JF + RDI + HF)
Volume of rock broken – burden x spacing x
bench height (cu.m)

RMD =
JF =
RDI =
HF =

Mass of explosive in each drillhole minus the
quantity in sub-grade, if any (kg).
(Note: V/Q = Powder Factor. If Q/V is used,
then minus sign is used in exponent viz
-0.8).
Relative Weight Strength of explosive used.
RWS of ANFO=100, TNT=115.
Rock mass description
Joint Factor (jointed rock factor)
Rock Density Index or Rock Density
Influence
Hardness factor

RMD, JF, RDI and HF are described below:
RMD – A number is assigned based on rock condition. 10 for
powdery, friable rocks and 50 for massive formations where joint
spacing is further apart than drillhole.

RDI
RDI = 25 x RD -50
Where RD = Density t/cu.m

JF Jointed Rock Factor = (JCF JPS) + JPA JCF - Joint Condition
Factor, JPS - Vertical Joint Plane Spacing factor, JPA - Vertical Joint
Plane Angle Factor
JCF Tight Joints = 1, Relaxed Joints = 1.5 and
Gouge Filled Joints = 2
JPS = 10 when joint spacing < 0.1 m
JPS = 20 when joint pacing is 0.1 to 0.3 m
JPS = 80 when joint spacing is 0.3 to 95% of P*
JPS = 50 when joint spacing > P
JPA Dip out of face
= 40
Strike out of face = 30
Dip into face		
= 20
* P = (B x S) 0.5 B=Burden (m), S=Spacing (m)

HF Hardness Factor
HF = Y/3 if Y < 50 GPa
HF = UCS/5 if Y > 50 GPa
Where,
Y = Elastic Modulus (GPa)
UCS = Unconfined Compressive strength (MPa)
JS-Joint Spacing, HS-Hole Spacing (m)
If JS  HS – results in Massive fragments
JS  HS – Some large fragments
JS   HS – Large fragments common
JS    – Fragments naturally small

Models have also been developed by Larson (Nitro Nobel),
Holmberg (SVEDEFO), Katsabanis (Canada), Onederra
(Australia), to cite a few.

Some researchers feel that the Kuz-Ram model has limitations
as it over-estimates coarse fragments and under-estimates
fines generated in a blast. Kuz-Ram estimates were more
reasonable in quarry operations (where presence of fines has
little or no impact), unlike mining of ores which are subjected
to crushing and grinding. Fragmentation prediction is based
on computational (numerical) and empirical approaches.
The numerical modelling requires lot of computational power
and time. Hence empirical methods are more popular to
predict blast outcomes. Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research
Centre (JKMRC), Australia has proposed the Crushed Zone
Model (CZM) which predicts the extent of crushing around
a drillhole and uses it to predict the generation of fines in
Kuz-Ram function (Kanchibotla18). Two Component Model
(TCM) also from JKMRC attempts to predict fragmentation
caused after the crushing phase, by the compressive-shear
failure and subsequent tensile failure which occurs in the
form of extension of large cracks beyond crushed zone
(Djordjevic10). SWEBREC function is another model called
the Kuznetsov-Cunningham-Ouchterlony (KCO) model.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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9. Blasting for ArmourStone (Rip-Rap)
Boulders of different sizes and weights are dumped along
the sea coast, dam foundation in a graded manner to
prevent land erosion, for stabilization of earthen dam etc.
These are known as armour stone, rip-rap or shot-rock.
While naturally occurring boulders are collected for use,
armourstone is mostly excavated from stone quarries by
blasting. Armourstone weight varies from few kilograms
to several tons and should be undamaged, hard, durable
and resistant to erosion. Larger fragments result as rock’s
young’s modulus, tensile strength and spacing between joints
increases. While in conventional bench blasts the emphasis
is for good fragmentation, large sized boulders are generated
(by choice) in stone quarries as per requirement. Blasting
for armourstone follows the principles of bench blasting, but
with modified blast designs such as increased burden and
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reduced specific charge (kg/m3). Drillhole diameters used are
76 to 115 mm. Burden used is higher than empirical values
and spacing is either equal to or slightly less than burden (S
= 0.7 to 0.8 x B), thus creating conditions similar to contour
blasting. Normally, single row blasting is carried out and all
drillholes are fired simultaneously. Specific charge used is
0.2-0.3 kg/m3 commensurate to rock hardness which is less
than conventional values (0.4-0.7 kg/m3). The calculated
explosive charge is distributed in the drillhole using inert
stemming decks after placing charge at the drillhole bottom
to break toe effectively. Explosive with high de-coupling ratio
(drillhole diameter/explosive charge diameter) between 0.750.85 can be tried if full column charge is attempted. Bench
height equal to 2-3 times burden and sub-grade 8-10 d is
used (d is drillhole diameter). Stemming higher than burden
will generate large fragments from collar zone. Since a wide
range of sizes of armour stones are required, experimental
blasts should be carried out to arrive at appropriate designs
to generate fragments of desired sizes and without any
damage either to the fragments generated or the parent
mass, for optimum utilization of natural resources.

of natural resource and lower recovery. Blasting is being
phased out in India and mechanical cutting using diamond
wire saw is gaining acceptance for excavating dimension
stone as costs have come down significantly (Goyal14).
11. CONCLUSIONS
Stress waves generated upon detonation of explosive create
a crush-damage zone and radial crack network around the
drillhole. Reflected tensile stresses and stress fractures
at nuclei also take part in creating crack network. The
expanding gases infiltrate the cracked zone and heaves the
mass resulting in fragmentation. Breakage due to flexural
rupture also takes place. Strata being blasted are never
homogenous. Different types of geological discontinuities
such as joints, bedding planes, faults, voids, solution cavities
(vughs), hard/soft bands, mud seams etc. are present which
affect the blast results, mainly fragmentation and throw of
muckpile. Blasting in jointed strata requires modifications in
blast design. The mechanical and structural properties of rock
influence the fragmentation more than the characteristics of
explosive used in the blast. Explosive with higher VOD and
blasts with low powder factor (high specific charge) result
in better fragmentation. However, increasing powder factor
beyond a limit does not significantly improve downstream
process efficiency. Delay blasting (firing times of drillholes
and sequencing of initiation) improves fragmentation,
muckpile looseness and digability without a need to change
the previously optimized blast design, explosive type or
powder factor. Staggered equilateral triangle pattern (S =
1.16 x B) results in best drillhole fracture coverage area,
spatial distribution of detonation zones and explosive
energy. Good fragmentation, loose muckpile and muckpile
of desired profile commensurate to the loading machine
deployed are key inputs for efficient downstream operations
and reduced overall costs in large surface excavations in
mining and civil projects. Fragment size for efficient loading
by excavator is quite different from fragments pre-conditioned
by blasting (softened) to improve grinding of ores. For
optimizing the costs, mine-to-mill initiative looks beyond
ROM costs of drilling, primary blasting, secondary blasting,
loading, hauling and crushing at mine level. It involves
monitoring and assessment of primary blast fragment size
on the comminution (crushing and grinding) circuit and
final extraction of metal. Fragmentation requirements vary
depending on the ore characteristics and grinding hardware
installed. Grinding of ores is the most expensive operation
and consumes the highest energy. Optimized fragmentation
from primary blasts is site-specific / process-specific and
results in overall cost reduction and increased profitability.
Accurate monitoring, extensive auditing and data analysis
at all stages including comminution / extraction of metal
from ore are essential for total cost optimization. Blasting
for production of armour stone and dimension stone use
specialized techniques and blast designs to generate large
undamaged fragments or blocks respectively.

10. Blasting for Dimension Stone
Dimension stone industry excavates large blocks of marble,
granite and other varieties of stones for further value-added
processing as slabs, tiles etc. One of the special requirements
is that excavated blocks should be devoid of any macro/
micro cracks. The industry uses various techniques such
as (i) Feather & Wedge: involves drilling, highly manual,
labour-intensive, slow, low productivity. (ii) Expansive
Cement: involves drilling, cracking seen after 24-36 hours,
slow, low productivity. (iii) Chain-saw or Diamond wire-saw:
mechanical cutting, economical, no damage to block, least
wastage, highest recovery, most preferred. (iv) Blasting:
uses the principles of pre-splitting (decoupled charge) by
drilling closely spaced small diameter drillholes of 34-50 mm
and spaced 0.2-0.4 m apart depending upon material being
blasted. A row of horizontal drillholes with same spacing as
vertical and of depth up to the plane of vertical drillholes is also
drilled at the base of block to ensure separation from parent
mass. The horizontal drillholes are off-set viz one horizontal
between two vertical. The presence of natural joints is made
use of advantageously by drilling along the line. Presence
of water in drillholes is detrimental as it transmits the shock
and likely to induce damages in the block. Charge factor
used is 0.12 to 0.20 kg/m2. Explosive used is gun powder
(loosely poured or filled in paper tubes) or 1, 2, 3 strands
of 10 g/m detonating cord placed centrally inside drillhole.
Due to high brisance generated on detonation, detonating
cord induces micro-cracks in the blocks. In overseas, low
strength, low VOD explosive of cartridge diameter 11 to 22
mm side-primed with low core load (5-6 g/m) detonating cord
downline is charged in drillholes of 34-50 mm. In India, such
products are not manufactured. Minimum cartridge diameter
manufactured is 25 mm, suitable for 63-100 mm drillholes.
Blasting causes damage in host deposit resulting in wastage
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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Public Response Against Helplessness and Action
for Redressal (PRAHAR) has urged the government
to actively use unutilized District Mineral Foundation
(DMF) funds and accelerate relief efforts towards the
protection of lives and livelihoods of Covid-19 affected
communities across states.
This is part of the NGO’s ‘National Movement for
Livelihood Resurrection and Self Employment’ in the
wake of Covid-19 crisis launched recently. According
to the Ministry of Mines website, a sum of Rs 35,925
crore has been collected in DMF funds as on January
31, 2020, out of which only 35 per cent has been
utilised, leaving behind Rs 23,510 crore which are lying
unused.
On March 26, 2020, the Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman urged that DMF funds be used to supplement
and augment healthcare facilities, screening and
testing requirements and for any other resources that
might be required by the state governments. However,
after three weeks only negligible progress has been
made with few districts making some discretionary use
of these funds, said PRAHAR in its release on Sunday.
This is because of a lack of clarity on the modalities of
use of these funds for the purpose of saving lives and
resurrecting livelihoods in the aftermath of the Covid19 outbreak, explained PRAHAR.
Goa, which heavily relies on tourism and mining,
collected Rs 188.65 crore in DMF Fund and Rs 399
crore in Goa Iron Ore Permanent Fund till March 2018
when mining was operational. Out of this only 2 per
cent or Rs 4 crore of DMF fund has been used for the
welfare of people. At a time when the state is facing its
worst crisis, this corpus can act as a bail-out package.
According to the Minerals Act, 40 per cent of the DMF
fund can be used for ‘other priority areas’, whereas 60
per ent should be reserved for the ‘priority areas’. This
indicates that while 60 per cent of the fund can be kept
for communities directly working in mining activities,
the remaining can be used for the well-being of the
state. DMF corpus is particularly attractive here.
Among the mineral-bearing states, Odisha has collected
the highest amount as DMF at Rs 9,502 crore followed
by Jharkhand Rs 5,181 crore and Chhattisgarh with Rs
4,981 crore till January, 2020.
Aditi Divekar, Mumbai, BS | April 19, 2020
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Obituary

Readers’ views
May 8, 2020

Shri. Ramesh Chopra breath
his last on 11th May 2020.
Born on 29th September 1936
in New Delhi, Late Ramesh
Chopra obtained his Diploma
from State Board of Technical
Education, Bihar 1961 and
Post Graduate Diploma in
Mining from the University of
Shri. Ramesh Chopra Sheffield, UK in 1963. During
(29-9-1936 – 14-5-2020)
(LM.NO.907/Goa chapter) his long professional career,
he worked in Karam Chand
Colliery in Pootkey- Dhanbad, Bikaner Gypsum- Udaipur,
Ballarshah Colliery- Ballarshah, Shanti Lal Kushaldas
Iron ore mines- Goa, Anil Salgaonkar mines- Goa, and
Dempo Mining Corporation- Bicholim Goa. He retired
from service in 1994 and served the mining industry
for 40 years. He was an active member of MEAI Goa
chapter.

Dear Dr Rao,
I read your editorial in the Mining Engineers Journal with
interest.
I have assisted countries and entities to adopt CRIRSCOaffiliated reporting codes, I run the AusIMM’s JORC course
for Company Directors, publish in this space, am a AusIMM
director, and have a dedicated web resource (www.opaxe.
com) that covers all the world’s public reports on a daily
basis.
If you are interested in a dialogue on reporting codes and
their utilities, or would like some outside support to help
strengthen your arguments to convince others, then I am
happy to take your call.
Regards,
René Sterk, MSc FAusIMM CP(Geo) MAIG (RPGeo)
MSEG MInstD, Director – Principal Consultant
-------------------------------------------------------------------------May 1, 2020

Late Ramesh Chopra is survived by his wife Geeta
Chopra and two sons Harsh and Vivek Chopra. The
members of MEAI expresses their deep condolences to
the bereaved family.
***

Dear Dr Rao,
Many thanks Dr Rao. It was rejuvenating to talk to you on
current happenings in the corridors of Central govt power!!
Thanks for the attachments.
The quality and variety of contents and your informative
and thought provoking editorials and the Message from
President have added value to the total efforts MEJ under
your editorship has certainly taken a stride for scaling higher
grounds. Congratulations and best wishes. Thanks for the
attachments.

With heavy heart and despair,
the members of Mining Engineers Association of India express their condolences on the
death of Shri J.L. Sud, who departed for the heavenly abode on
17th May 2020 at his residence
Vikasnagar Shimla, H.P. Shri
Sud will be remembered by his
friends, fellow colleagues for his
Shri J.L. Sud
(16.1.1942 - 17.5.2020) professional integrity. Shri Sud
Chairman Himalayan Chapter was born on 16th January 1942
and did his Master’s in Geology
from Panjab University, Chandigarh. He retired as Geologist from Geological Wing, Department of Industries,
H.P in year 2001. He also served in the Department of
Science, Technology & Environment and H.P State Pollution Control Board on deputation. Shri Sud was very
active social worker and took keen interest particularly
in social activities for the promotion of Earth Science
amongst the school students. He was the Current Chairman of the Mining Engineers Association of India (MEAI)
Himalayan Chapter and took up various initiatives. The
members of MEAI prey for the departed soul rest in
peace and express deep condolences to the bereaved
family members.
Mining Engineers’ Journal, Vol. 21,
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As promised, I am PFA two of my articles that were published
by me in 2016 and 2017. These could ignite some new
thinking with your erudite considerations.
Warm regards.
Dr SK Wadhawan
Adviser [Geosciences] and Adjunct Professor
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Kollam. Kerala
Director General [Retired], Geological Survey of India
-------------------------------------------------------------------------May 3, 2020
Sir,
Profusely thank you for kindly and liberally accommodating
my brief article on 'Field Work' in the latest issue of prestigious
Mining Engineers' Journal. I will try to contribute more to the
Journal in near future.
Regards.
Yours sincerely,
M. RAJU,
Director General (Retd.), Geological Survey of India
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conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
India
27-29 Aug 2020: International Exhibition & Conference
for Minerals, Metals, Metallurgy and Materials
(MMMM20). Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India. Contact:
+91-11- 66295700, Email: info@itei.in, Website: mmmmexpo.com.

Alfredo Olaya, Mariscal Castilla 889, Santiago de Surco,
Lima, Peru. Email: alfredo.olaya@encuentrometalurgia.
com, Web: http://www.encuentrometalurgia.com
25-28 Jul 2020: International Conference on mining
industry in change: Challenges, Technology, Application
management and Business (MIC 2020) & 1-Day workshop
on Applications of soft computing techniques in fields
of civil and mining engineering, in Bali, Indonesia.
Contact: Journal of Mines, Metals and Fuels Moon Plaza,
2A, 2nd Floor, 62, Lenin Sarani, Kolkata 700013 – India.
Email: bnjournals@gmail.com. Mobile: +91 9239384829 /
8479919829

6-8 Oct 2020: GeoSmart India 2020 - An Indian Geospatial
Conference. Hyderabad International Convention Centre
(HICC), Novotel & HICC Complex, Kondapur, Hyderabad,
Telangana. Contact: Tel: + 91 (40) 6616 3000, + 91 (40)
6682 4422; Mobile: +91 96423 26217
7-10 Oct 2020: CII-IMME – 15th International Mining &
Machinery Exhibition. Japanese Forest - Eco Tourism
Park, Jatragachhi, Deshbandhu Nagar, New Town, West
Bengal. Organized by Confederation of Indian Industry,
98/1, Velachery Main Road, Guindy,, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
– 600032.

18 -19 Aug 2020: Deep Sea Mining Summit. London, UK.
Venue to be announced.
26-28 Aug 2020: Life of Mine Conference 2020. Brisbane,
Australia.

Abroad
3-5 Jun 2020: FLOTATION 2020. Lima, Peru. Venue: Sol
de Oro Hotel, Calle San Martín 305, Miraflores. Contact:
International Metallurgical Consultants Flotation 2020,
Alfredo Olaya, Mariscal Castilla 889, Santiago de Surco,
Lima, Peru, Email: alfredo.olaya@encuentrometalurgia.
com, Web: http://www.encuentrometalurgia.com.

27-28 Aug 2020: 121 Mining Investment Sydney,
Australia. 121 Mining Investment Sydney will connect 30
mining production, development and exploration companies
with leading institutional investors, financiers and analysts
from Sydney and wider Australia. Venue to be announced.
09-11 Sep 2020: Mill Operators Conference. Brisbane,
Australia

8-9 Jun 2020: 10th International Symposium on Biomining
(Biomining '20). National Maritime Museum, Falmouth,
Cornwall, United Kingdom. Contact: +44 (0)7768 234 121;
bwills@min-eng.com

10 -11 Sep 2020: Global Steel and Mining Conference.
London, UK. Venue to be announced. Global Steel and
Mining Conference will feature nearly thirty global companies
in general presentations and smaller investor meetings to
ensure that all attendees obtain the maximum benefit from
the event.

10-11 Jun 2020: 6th International Symposium on
Sustainable Minerals (Sustainable Minerals 2020).
National Maritime Museum Cornwall, Falmouth, United
Kingdom. Contact: MEI, Barry Wills, Dr., 1 Freeman Collins
DriveTrescobeas Road, Falmouth, United Kingdom. Phone:
+44 (0)7768 234 121, Email: bwills@min-eng.com, Web:
http://www.min-eng.com/

27-29 Oct 2020: International Mining and Resources
Conference & Exhibition (IMARC Oct 2020). Melbourne
Convention and Exhibition Centre, Melbourne, Australia.

01-02 Jul 2020: International Uranium conference 2020.
Adelaide, Australia.

28-30 Oct 2020: COPPER 2020. Venue. Jockey Club,
Lima, Peru. The Biggest Event for those Involved in Copper
Mining & Business. Contact Information: International
Metallurgical Consultants Copper 2020, Alfredo Olaya,
Mariscal Castilla 889, Santiago de Surco, Lima, Peru. Email:
alfredo.olaya@encuentrometalurgia.com. Web: http://www.
encuentrometalurgia.com

02-03 Jul 2020: GEOMETALLURGY 2020. Sol de Oro
Hotel, Calle San Martín 305, Miraflores, Lima, Peru. Contact:
International Metallurgical Consultants Geometallurgy 2020,

02-03 Nov 2020: Future of Mining EMEA 2020. Venue:
TBC, London. Contact: Roger Cooke, Delegate Sales
Manager (London) at +44 (0) 207 216 6064.

23-24 Jun 2020: Lithium and Battery materials conference
2020. Perth, Australia. Organsied by AusIMM in association
with Murdoch University.
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